
DESCRIPTION
NGO stands for non-governmental organizations, and in
many cases of animal organizations, this can mean a
nonprofit, such as Fanimal. It is the job of a
communications director to lead a team of professionals
that will collaborate to represent an NGO's values and
objectives to the public. In other words, they control the
information that is communicated from the organization
to the public. On top of managing their communications
team, directors will plan marketing strategies, direct
fundraising campaigns, maintain relationships with
company connections, and ensure quality
communication between each department within the
organization.

For animal-related organizations, it is extremely
important to be able to effectively communicate goals
and missions to the public so that the organization can
receive the support they need. This is where the
communications director comes in, securing outside
connections through efficient and effective
communication and allowing the animal NGO to thrive. 

COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR 
OF AN NGO

ANIMAL CAREER PROFILES

TYPICAL
SALARY

$100K-
$125K

To get ahead in the world of communications and public relations, a list of reliable contacts and
connections is key. Starting early in college to create strong relationships with professors and other
students in your field will help you get ahead and make a great first impression on future employers. 

EDUCATION
A master's in business administration (MBA) or an
advanced degree in departments such as
communications, marketing, business administration, or
public relations is a typical requirement to land a job as a
communication director. A master's degree typically
requires 3-4 years in undergraduate school followed by
approximately 2 years in graduate school. Before
securing a position as a communications director for an
animal-related NGO, between 5-10 years of previous
experience in a leadership position involving the
development and management of communication
strategies is needed. 

SKILLS & QUALIFICATIONS

Strong and Confident Leadership -
communications directors are often in
charge of a team, and must give
instructions while providing some
freedom in how to do given tasks

Creativity - campaigns and fundraisers
created by the director must be able to
stand out and attract donors and
volunteers in support of the NGO's
cause

Sociability - must develop partners and
other contacts in the business to make
firm connections 

Use of Social Media - with social media
being a main mode of communication,
familiarity with various social media
outlets is key for a communications
director


